[Three-dimensional fluorescence fingerprint for source determination of dissolved organic matters in polluted river].
Fluorescence fingerprint technique was used to characterize dissolved organic matter (DOM) in river from different sources. The results showed that two types of DOM fluorescence signals were observed in river water: a humic-like fluorescence with three maxima at lambda(ex)/lambda(em) = 250/460 nm(A1), 220/400 nm(A2) and 325/420 nm(C); and a protein-like fluorescence with two maxima at lambda(ex)/lambda(em) = 230/360 nm(T2) and 285/357 nm(T1). The intensity of both of protein-like fluorescence distinctly increased because of the domestic wastewater drainage in the tributary stream. After the tributary converges into the main stream, the Fe3+ concentration in the main stream is 30 times as much as that of tributary stream, and the visible blue-shift of humic-like fluorescence occurred while the others didn't occur. The intensity of all types of fluorescence decreased from source to estuary resulting from different solute chemistry. However, the intensities of humic-like fluorescence C, A1 and protein-like fluorescence T2 at the longer excitation wavelength decreased significantly because of dilution from main river stream and complexation of humic-like with Fe3+, thus the peaks disappeared at the estuary while the fluorescence peaks at the shorter excitation wave-length were relatively stable on which the river solute chemistry had little effect. Therefore, the fluorophores at the shorter excitation wavelength of 220-230 nm area potential tool to determine the sources of DOM in polluted river.